YMCA CAMP CAMPBELL GARD OUTDOOR EDUCATION – CLASS OFFERINGS

FIELD STUDIES

- CITY PLANNING
- COMPARATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
- DIGGING UP THE PAST
- ECOSYSTEM COMPARISON
- FOREST ECOLOGY
- ORIENTEERING/MAP MAKING
- READING THE WOODS
- RIVER STUDY
- WALK THROUGH TIME
- WILDERNESS SURVIVAL
- WILDLIFE ADAPTATIONS
- UNSTRUCTURED PLAY

HISTORICAL PROGRAMS

- APPLE CRISP
- BROOM MAKING
- CANDLE MAKING
- FUNNEL CAKES
- ICE CREAM
- KNOTS AND LASHINGS
- NATIVE AMERICAN GAMES
- NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY
- PIONEER HOMESTEADING
- PIONEER TIN CRAFT
- PIONEER TOOLS
- PIONEER TOYS
- SURVIVAL
- TOOLS AND WEAPONS
• TRACKING
• WEAVING
• 1794 LIFE ON THE OHIO FRONTIER
• GREENVILLE TREATY
• SCHOOLMASTER/MARM

TEAMBUILDING

• AMAZING RACE
• THE BEAST
• BRIDGE BUILDING
• CATAPULT
• COOP
• COOP/GROUND INITIATIVES
• SHIPWRECKED

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

• ARCHERY
• CANOEING
• CLIMBING WALL
• ZIP/SWING
• ARROW QUEST
• BB GUNS

EVENING PROGRAMS

• ALPHA BETA
• CAGEBALL
• CAMPFIRE
• CAPTURE THE FLAG
• FOLK DANCE
• HUMAN CLUE
• NIGHT HIKES
• QUIZ SHOW CCG